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May 10, 2013 

 

Message 6: Remove Church and State. Bring Yahweh’s Kingdom. 

The United States of America 

 
The Great Way gives the will through His servant. The Great Way says: 
 

The Great Planner has given a major plan for you in the nation known as the United States of 

America, to bring a plan that is supernatural into the earth way to be a light for other nations to 

move in a will that is true freedom at its base. The will is for the nation to move into a Kingdom 

system that is not in a replica of earthly kingdoms—but one of true existence in unseen living. 

Here is the basis for moving in this new way: Take a will within to see a governing system that 

moves to infiltrate the full culture of the earth that would release a Kingdom plan of a spiritual 

base to bring order to earthly details. The nation chose to split a will to move a church way from 

its very root. The plan is not to bring church and state as one detail. Instead, the plan will be to 

remove both to place a Kingdom will that will truly move a governing will that was first in the 

Garden of Eden. The will at the beginning with the first man and woman was not to build a 

church building, nor was it to place a governing will in place of the Creator’s will. That plan, if 

they pursued it, would have been futile. We know from history that these two first humans gave 

up their earthly positioning will as king and queen to rule over the earth to the devil when they 

were in the garden. They had free will to choose between doing the Great King’s will or what 

they thought was the right will. Isn’t it still what plagues the nation this day? There moves a 

great level of everyone giving their opinion, their vote, their will in each detail. Just as in the 

Scripture, they will do what they have seen to be as good in their will; but with this way, there is 

truly no order; for many giving a will against a will that is a Great King’s will, is moving in the 

way of a futile plan. The United States of America will come and taste a Kingdom moving such 

as never seen in history. It will be a shaking detail that shall move in taking a major power. That 

power will not only cause the nation to shake and tremble in the great glory. There will be a 

release to worship the One True God from the soul way with a true turning from sin and 
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accepting a Great King’s will for true effective living that can only stem from eternal life in the 

Great King Jesus. A major plan is taking shape in the earth to put in place the first stages of this 

new revolution. This new revolution will bring a new world view to look to the Great Way King 

Jesus in the earthly details to effectively curve the way that Satan will move in a plan to bring a 

deep will in destruction, for many will truly still fall away to serve the one who is the god of this 

world. Many will still take the mark of the beast. Many will see great nations fall to the devil’s 

human vessel, to be no more. Many will see a true moving of the One who created all. And now 

the will has been given to the nation, and this plan is intended so you will heed and listen, for 

judgment will come in a plan that is not heeded that would bring a warning so you can escape. 

Move to drink this Kingdom plan for a system that governs using the plan of King Jesus to 

change the earthly way to live in each detail with a view in eternal movings. Move to do this new 

way through deep repentance. Turn to King Jesus for His forgiveness. Remove the false gods 

and the plan of deep rebellion—to listen to and obey His will. Take a look at what is moving in 

the unseen—not through dealing with the workers in Satan’s camp—but through the great plan 

given to Kingdom citizens to move in working with the Great Holy Spirit who is here on the 

earth this day. Great plans will be released through these details. As the Great Way gives a new 

will, that will way will be given in the earth to shift the nation for a true detail in freedom by 

Kingdom authority that is eternally based in One who is eternal—the Great Way King Jesus. A 

message will give a doorway in each detail in a plan that will move as a vehicle to release a new 

way in the earth that will take shape in a plan that can be seen, tasted, embraced in daily living 

that can be with true purpose. But the purpose shall truly bring eternal fulfillment. Now, to end 

these details, a closing message will be given. Amen and Amen.  

 

 

 

 

 


